The Andes Rail Trail is a cooperative effort between
Andes Works!, the Catskill Mountain Club, and the
Town of Andes. The trail would not be possible
without the generous permission of many individual
landowners.
In 2012,
volunteers from
these groups built
a bog boardwalk,
put a railing on an
existing bridge and
cut and trimmed
their way to a
beautiful path right
in the village of
Andes.

HOW

CAN YOU HELP?

We plan to add additional benches, connect the
trail to Ballantine Park and restore the historic
Train Depot Building. You can:
Spread the word throughout the
community about the benefits of the
rail trail.
Volunteer for trail building and
maintenance. Contact us at:
AndesTrails@AndesWorks.com
Make a tax deductible donation by
sending a check to:

RAIL TRAIL RULES
This Trail was created with the generous permission
of many individual landowners.

RESPECT THE LANDOWNERS’
PROPERTY AND PRIVACY
Preserve the trail by:
•
•
•
•
•

STAY ON TRAIL – Respect private property.
Entry to adjacent land is prohibited.
Foot travel only.
Keep dogs on leash. Pick up after your dog.
Dispose of your trash properly:
Carry in /Carry out
• Do not disturb or feed wildlife or farm animals.
• No hunting, trapping or fishing.
• This trail has a natural surface with rocks, roots
and holes in spots. Hike at your own risk.
• Use caution and wear bright colors during hunting
season.
• Open dawn to dusk

MORE INFO
www.AndesWorks.com/Rail-Trail
www.CatskillMountainClub.org
www.AndesSociety.org

This brochure is possible
thanks to a grant from
Parks & Trails New York

Town of Andes - Rail Trail and Depot
115 Delaware Ave
Andes NY 13731
Please include your name and contact information

Thanks for your support. Enjoy the trail!

An easily accessible hiking trail in
an idyllic setting for individuals and
families of all ages.

Brochure and logo by Silvia Morales
morales.silvia@gmail.com

266 Depot St./Cabin Hill Rd., Andes NY
Right after the triangle and tennis courts.

HIKING
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING

OPEN
YEAR-ROUND
DAWN TO
DUSK

HISTORY
The Andes Branch of the Delaware and Northern
Railroad (originally the Delaware and Eastern), was
a 9.09 mile spur from the main line railroad that ran
from East Branch to Arkville, where it connected
to the Ulster and Delaware heading into Kingston.
The Andes Branch ran from 1907 until 1925.
Early on, in addition to passengers, the train
brought significant shipments of freight into Andes
and sent Andes milk out to distant markets. Several
flag stop stations along the Andes Branch allowed
residents to take the train into and out of town.
When NY State built the highway up the hill from
Margaretville, the railroad was doomed.

The history of the railroad is evident along the trail,
from the starting point at the old Delaware and
Northern depot building to the remnants of the
old turntable and the ties still underfoot in many
places. The Depot was donated to the Town of
Andes by the Decker Family in memory of Edwin M.
and Marian H. Decker.

ABOUT

THE

TRAIL

Today, the Andes Rail Trail offers a rewarding experience in every season. Spring brings an explosion of
wildflowers, followed by the wild grasses and Joe Pye weed of summer, breathtaking fall foliage and
austere and previously hidden views in the winter. The land along the trail is also home to a variety of
animal species, including raccoons, deer, coyotes, fox, turtle, bobcat, hawks, owls, and an abundance of
North American birds.
The first section of the trail (.9 miles) is flat and travels the old rail bed. Enjoy a peaceful experience of
both field and woodland beauty as well as gorgeous mountain views while you take a leisurely stroll.
The second section of the trail, the “The Bullet Hole Spur”, climbs up Hemlock Knoll using a switchback
to ease the grade and then travels the ridge to the Bullet Hole Creek. This moderately strenous climb
takes you through various forest environments with scenic views adding an additional 2.2 miles round
trip, making the walk 3.9 miles in total.

